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JAMIE

Age: 28
Location: London
Occupation: Designer
Level: Mid-level

"Woofit helped me ensure daily
walks and meet my dog's
exercise needs."

DESCRIPTION

Jamie is a mid-level graphic
designer who lives alone.
He loves spoiling his pet dog with
treats and toys. Ezra spends most
of his day working from home. In
his downtime, he prefers to rest
and indulge in his hobbies.

PERSONAL

CHARACTERISTICS

Creative
Introvert
Busy
Stressed
Competitive

HOBBIES AND

INTERESTS

Reading
Drawing
Playing games
Cooking
Listening to music

BUYING ROLES

(Decision maker or influencer)

GOALS

To help his dog lose
weight steadily
To prevent overdoing
dog treats

CHALLENGES

Prone to spoiling
dog with treats
Often too tired or
lazy for dog walks

BUYER'S JOURNEY

(Awareness, consideration,
purchase, advocacy)

NEEDS

More motivation to
spend time outdoors
To track meals and
exercise of his pet

SOURCES OF INFO

News
Online space
Friends and family



JAMIE Jamie is a mid-level graphic designer who lives alone. He loves spoiling his
pet dog with treats and toys. Jamie spends most of his day working from
home. On his downtime, he prefers to rest and indulge in his hobbies.

ABOUT THE USER

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

Age: 28
Location: London
Occupation: Designer
Income range: £25,000 - £55,000

GOALS AND NEEDS

To help his dog lose weight steadily
To prevent overdoing dog treats
To motivation to spend time outdoors
To track meals and exercise of his pet

PROBLEMS

Too busy with work or tired from work
Pet dog is already overweight
Prefers to spend time indoors

CHALLENGES

Prone to spoiling dog with treats
Often too tired or lazy for dog walks
Overfeeds dog after forgetting meal
times due to work

MOODS AND

PERSONALITY

(Friendly,
disciplined, strong)



"Woofit helped me ensure daily walks
and meet my dog's exercise needs."

JAMIE

Age: 28 years old 
Occupation: Graphic designer

Location: London
Income Range:£25,000 - £45,000

INTERESTS

Reading
Drawing
Playing games
Cooking

FRUSTRATIONS

Prone to spoiling dog with treats
Often too tired or lazy for dog walks

PERSONALITY

Creative
Introvert
Busy
Stressed
Competitive

GOALS

To help his dog lose weight steadily
To avoid giving his dog too much
treats

MOTIVATIONS

Comfort
Convenience
Price


